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Abstract:
Background: Depressive symptoms are commonly occurring in many psychiatric illnesses. Many
people experience the first symptoms of depression during their college years. Unfortunately, many
college students who have depression are not getting the help they need.
Objectives : to find out the point prevalence of clinically significant depressive symptoms in students
of Baghdad College of Medicine, University of Baghdad, and its association with life stressors.
Fac Med Baghdad
Subjects and Methods: A cross sectional study of students of Baghdad College of Medicine,
2017; Vol.59, No.3
University of Baghdad during March and April 2013. A random sample was chosen and each student
Received: May 2017 was asked to fill a questionnaire that contains demographic information, the Patient Health
Accepted: Oct. 2017 Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9), Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), and the Student's Stressors
Questionnaire. Data were analyzed by using SPSS (V.18). Appropriate tests were used for significance.
Results: A total of 250 students (140 females and 110 males) was surveyed which included 50 students
from each year. Female to male ratio was 1.27. Their age ranged between 18–45 years and the mean age
was 22.2 ±2.3.Twenty-eight percent have clinically significant depressive symptoms, 12.4% have
milder form of depression according to PHQ-9. Clinical depressive symptoms found among 37.2 %
(borderline clinical depression to extremely severe depression) according to BDI-II. The mean of life
stressors scores was 97.98 out of 180 (SD=18.68). Educational, psychological, and environmental
stressors were the most common types of stressors. There is strong statistical relationship between life
stressor category and clinically significant depressive symptom (P value= 0.000).
Conclusion: clinically significant depressive symptoms are common among medical students of
Baghdad University. Stressors were high and are positively associated with the presence of depressive
symptoms.
Keywords: depressive symptoms, stressors, medical students
Introduction:
Depressive disorders are commonly occurring
disorders in all countries. A cross-national
comparison of major depression from 10 populationbased surveys show that lifetime prevalence
estimates of major depressive episodes ranged from
1.5% (Taiwan) to 19.0% (Beirut), with the
midpoints at 9.2% (West Germany) and 9.6%
(Edmonton, Canada)1. The prevalence of mood
disorders was found to be 9.5% in the general
population and was the second most common group
of mental disorders after anxiety disorders in a
national comorbidity survey in USA2. In January
2011 WHO estimates that: More than 150 million
people worldwide suffer from depression.3.
Depressive disorder has significant potential
morbidity and mortality. Suicide is the second
leading cause of death in persons aged 20-35 years
and depressive disorder is a major factor in around
50% of these deaths4. The death rate amongst
people with a mood disorder may be as high as 15%.
It is also associated with high rates of comorbid
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alcohol and substance misuse, and has a
considerable social impact on relationships, families,
and productivity5. A consistent finding in the
literature is the relationship between stressors and
the development of depressive symptoms in the
college student. In addition, the coping skills of an
individual significantly impact his or her response to
stress. Individuals experience stress when they are
faced with demands that may exceed their ability to
cope (Dyson & Renk, 2006)6. When faced with
these stressors, students must utilize coping
strategies to manage and effectively adapt to the
pressures in their lives. The inability to effectively
manage these stressors may lead to chronic levels of
high anxiety for college students. Chronic levels of
high anxiety have been associated with the
development of depressive symptoms in college
students (Reed et al., 1996)7. It was found that about
a quarter of students (27.7%) visited a health
student's center of Sultan Qaboos University in
Oman scored more than 11 on PHQ98.
Unfortunately, many college students who have
depression are not getting the help they need. They
may not know where to go for help, or they may
believe that treatment will not help. Others do not
get help because they think their symptoms are just
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part of the typical stress of college, or they worry
about being judged if they seek mental health care9.
In Iraq data about depression among university
students are scarce. This study aims to find out the
point prevalence of depressive symptoms in medical
students of Baghdad College of Medicine,
University of Baghdad and its association with life
stressors.
Subjects and Methods:
A cross sectional study was carried out through
March and April 2013 at Baghdad College of
Medicine, University of Baghdad. A random sample
from 2nd year to 6th year students was asked to fill a
self-reporting questionnaire which includes sociodemographic
information,
Patient
Heath
Questionnaire 9 (PHQ9)10, 11, Beck Depression
Inventory II (BDI-II) 12, and Student stressors
questionnaire (scale) 13. First year students were
excluded for logistic reasons. Fifty students were
chosen randomly from the lists of names of each
year. The way of filling the questionnaire was
explained to them in groups and they were given
one-week period to complete and return the
questionnaire. The PHQ-9, which is based on DSMIV criteria, has the potential of being a dual-purpose
instrument that, with the same 9 items, can establish
depressive disorder diagnoses as well as grade
depressive symptom severity. The maximum total
score for all 9 items is 27. We use the cut-off point
of 10 to make a diagnosis of depression. The Arabic
version of BDI-II is a 21-item self-reported
depression-screening tool. Each item is rated on a 4point Likert-type scale ranging from 0-3, with higher
scores indicating higher levels of depression. A cutoff point of 17 indicates clinical depression. The
stressors scale for college student was used to assess
the stress level among students. It contains five
groups of stressors; educational stressors (6
questions), psychological stressors (14questions),
environmental stressors (6 questions), political
stressor (5 questions), and economical stressors (5
questions). The total questions are 36. Each question
is scored from one to five with a total score of 180.
Data was analyzed by using SPSS version18 and
appropriate tests were used to test the significance.
Results
Two hundred fifty students (140 females and 110
males) were surveyed. Female to male ratio was
1.27. Their age ranged between 18–45 years and the
mean age was (22.2 ±2.3). The majority of students
were single (91.6%) and (6.4 %) were engaged. The
majority of student describes their economic status
as good (54.8%) and middle (34.4%) while the
minority present in two extremity rich (7.2%) and
economical difficulty (2.8%).

Table (1): Socio-demographic characteristics
variable
gender

Marital
status

Have
history of
chronic
disease
Psychiatric
history
(visit
psychiatrist)
Misuse of
prescription
drugs

227

N0.

percent

male

110

44

female

140

56

Single

229

91.6

engaged

16

6.4

married

3

1.2

divorced

1

0.4

yes
no

12
238

4.8
95.2

yes
no

12
238

4.8
95.2

never
rarely
Some times
Many times,
always

188
36
22
3
1

75.2
14.4
8.8
1.2
0.4

Prevalence of clinically significant Depressive
symptoms according to PHQ9 Diagnosis:mTwentyeight percent have clinically significant depressive
symptoms (may fit to criteria of major depression),
12.4% have milder form of depressive symptoms
(may fit to criteria clinical minor depression /
dysthymia) and 59.6% were subclinical or not meet
criteria of depression (table 2). Prevalence of
clinically significant depressive symptoms according
to BDI II results: Clinically significant depressive
symptoms were found among 37.2 % (borderline
clinical depression to extremely severe depression)
and 62.8% were subclinical or normal (table 2).
Table (2): Prevalence of depressive symptoms
according to PHQ9 and BDI-II
PHQ9

No

%

BDI-II

No

%

Subclinical/not
meet
clinical
criteria
of
diagnosis
Milder form of
depressive
symptoms (such
as
in
dysthymia/minor
depression)

149

59.6

1-10 normal

67

26.8

31

12.4

11-16
mild
mood
disturbance

90

36

17-20
borderline
clinical
depression
21-30 moderate
depression

31

12.4

54

21.6

31-40
severe
depression
41-above)
extremely
severe

6

2-4

2

0.8

250

100

Clinically
significant
depressive
symptoms (such
as in major
depression)

Total
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70

250

28

100
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By using regression analysis, the results were
compatible in more than 80% 0f cases (strongly
correlated with P value=0.000
Clinically significant depressive symptoms in
relation with socio-demographic Data: In this study,
clinically significant depressive symptoms were
more common among students who, are female
(P=0.040), have economic difficulties (P=0,013),
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have chronic disease (P=0.005), have history of
psychiatrist visit (p=0.046) and, use a nonprescribed drug (P=0.004). Life stressors: The mean
of life stressors scores was 97.98 out of 180
(SD=18.68). The minimal score obtained by students
was 40 out of 180 and maximum score obtained was
151 out of 180.

Table (3): life stressors score with subcategory score descriptive statistics

life stressor score/180
educational score/30
psychological score/70
environment score/30
political score/30
economical score/20
Valid N (list wise)

N

minimum

maximum

mean

SD

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

40
6
14
6
6
4

151
30
61
29
30
20

97.98
19.12
35.06
14.36
20.36
9.09

18.682
4.228
7.698
5.133
5.548
3.278

When the statistical relation between life stressors
scores means for each group of PHQ9-BDI II
combined diagnosis was tested, it was found that the
least mean (92 from 180) was in those who were
negative for depression in bothPHQ9 and BDI II
tests while highest mean was in the group of positive
results (P value= 0.000).

Regarding the subcategory of life stressors, it is
found that the relation in their scores means and
PHQ-BDI-II combined diagnosis was significant (P
value<0.05) in three areas of stressors (educational
stressors, psychological stressors, and environmental
stressors) while it was not significant (P value>
0.05) in two areas of stressors (political stressors and
economical stressors).

Table (4): Relation between life stressors scores mean and PHQ9-BDI II combined diagnosis

PHQ and
BDI
relation
(combined
Dx)

both subclinical
or negative
just
BDI
clinically
significant
just
PHQ
clinically
significant
both clinically
significant

P value

life
stressor
score
mean

educational
score/30
mean

psychological
score/70
mean

environment
score/30
mean

political score/30
mean

economical
score/20
mean

92

18

32

13

20

9

103

20

38

16

20

9

105

21

37

16

21

10

104

20

38

16

21

9

.000

.002

.000

.000

.515

.189

Relationship between life stressors category and clinical depressive symptom: It is found that there is strong
statistical relationship between life stressor category and clinically significant score of PHQ9 (P value= 0.000),
for example, there is only 5% with symptoms that may fit to major depression diagnosis in low stress group
while there is 46.6% with symptoms that may fit to major depression diagnosis in high stress group as shown in
figure 1.
100
clinically significant depressive
symptom (such as major
depression)

80
60
40

mild form of depressive symptom
(such as dysthymia /minor
depression)

20

subclinical/not meet Criteria

0
low stress

medium stress

high stress

Figure (1): Relation between PHQ9 diagnosis and life stressors category
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Discussion:
The point prevalence of clinically significant
depressive symptoms was 40.4% according to PHQ9
(28% with clinically significant symptoms may fit to
major depression criteria and 12.4% with milder
form of depressive symptom such as in dysthymia),
and 37.2% according to BDI II (24.8% with
moderate to extremely severe depression and 12.4%
with borderline clinical depression) and after the use
of PHQ9 and BDI-II combined diagnosis and
exclude the cases that have different results between
the two questionnaires, it is found that 28.8% of
students have clinically significant depressive
symptoms. This high prevalence of depressive
symptoms may be due to the exposure to a high
level of stress and to the younger age. Prevalence of
major depressive disorder in 18-29 years old
individuals is three folds higher than the prevalence
in individuals’ age 60 years or older14.This finding
is consistent with a study in Lebanon which found
that the prevalence of depression among medical
students was 27.63 % 15. It is also consistent with
the findings of similar studies in Oman and Saudi
Arabia, which found a prevalence of (27.7%) and
(48.2%) respectively8, 16. In another Saudi study in
King Abdul-Aziz University, it is found that 21.8%
& 14.7% had borderline & morbid depression,
respectively17. The difference in prevalence is likely
to be related to the different screening tools used in
the Saudi study (Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale (HADS). In a study among medical students in
India which used BDI-II as a screening tool, about
half (49.1%) of the students had symptoms of
depression (60% of females and 42% of males). In
this study, they used the same cut-off point that we
used, but the results were higher which may indicate
a higher prevalence of depression in Indian students.
This can be attributed to cultural differences18. In a
study among students of Midwestern Public
University in the United States, 17% of them
screened positive for depressive symptoms,
including 9% who met criteria for major
depression19. This result is lower than this study and
other regional studies, which may be due to
difference in the culture and the level of stressors.
The screening tools used in this study, although have
good sensitivity and specificity, are subjective and
rating of symptoms by students might not be
accurate. Depressive symptoms can associate many
mental disorders like anxiety, stress-related, and
adjustment disorders, which cannot be excluded by
these tools. Regarding the level of stress; a minor
group (8%) of students have low stress, the major
group (62.8%) of students have moderate stress, and
29.2% of students have high stress. This result is
consistent with a study in Government Medical
College in Surat, India, which revealed that 3.12%
of the undergraduate medical students reported
having no stressor experience, 55.6% reported mild
to moderate stressor experience and 41.2% with
severe stressor experience20. The level of stress
reported in this study was lower than that reported
by a similar study in the Open University of AlJ Fac Med Baghdad
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Quds. In this study, 17% of students have low stress,
37% of students have moderate stress, and the major
group (46%) has high stress13. It is found that the
presence of clinically significant depressive
symptoms is proportionate with level of stress and it
was found that only 10% from those with low stress
have clinical depressive symptoms that were
revealed by both PHQ9-BDI II, while this ratio
increased to 23.6% in the moderate stress group and
to 45.2% in the high stress group. This finding is
compatible with many studies in the world4,14.
Students who described their status with economical
difficulty are more likely to have clinically
significant depressive symptoms in both PHQ-9 and
BDI-II (100%) than other group followed by those
who described their economic status as rich (44.4%),
and those who described their economic status as
middle 33.7% and the least one who described
themselves as having good economic status
(20.4%).This U-shaped relationship might be
explained by the presence of another kind of
difficulty for rich students which might be related to
the parental priority to cover financial needs rather
than emotional needs for their children. This result is
consistent with a Saudi study, which showed that
Students with insufficient income or who perceived
their income as ‘not sufficient’ had also a higher rate
of depression than others17. It is also consistent with
a study in United States, which showed that
economic strain as difficulty paying bills is
significantly related to depressive symptoms in early
adulthood21. Those who have chronic disease were
more likely to have clinical depressive symptoms in
both PHQ-9 and BDI-II. This result seems consistent
with literature that revealed that mood disorders,
particularly depression, accompany a range of
medical problems. Those who misuse a nonprescribed drug were more likely to have a diagnosis
of depression in both PHQ-9 and BDI-II than others
were. This result is consistent with American
studies, which revealed that more college students
diagnosed with depression have used alcohol,
marijuana, cocaine, or amphetamines than have their
peers who have no depression22. This study has
many limitations like the small sample, and the use
of screening tools that cannot exclude depressive
symptoms due to other mental disorders. In spite of
that, it raises the possibility of the presence of a high
level of mood problems among medical school
students due to high levels of stress. Students need
to be aware of these symptoms, which might lead to
significant personal suffering and negative effect on
their academic performance. Interventions to
educate students about depression might be useful.
The deanery might be advised to look at the
educational stressors of students to minimize them in
order to decrease the prevalence of depressive
symptoms. Future studies need to include larger
samples from many medical schools in Iraq, and to
use screening/diagnostic tools that can investigate
for the whole range of mental disorders that present
with depressive and anxiety symptoms.
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Conclusion:
This study showed a high prevalence of clinically
significant depressive symptoms in medical college
students. High stress level is associated with the
presence of clinically significant depressive
symptoms.
Educational,
psychological
and
environmental stressors are the main types of stress.
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